
CURRENCY CONVERSION TEST

The extensive and detailed guide of how to work out currency conversions questions in numerical reasoning test.

The good news is that these questions are not that difficult as basics are actually quite easy to grasp. Maths
Map Are you looking for something specific? Thank you! How many Chinese yuan will I receive for Brazilian
Real according to the rates in the chart above? Choosing a currency from that column, means you are now
comparing the value of one unit of that currency to other currencies within that row. Currency depreciation in
numerical test questions To become proficient at currency conversion problems you must come across wide
range of challenges which would stretch your aptitude and give you practical experience of tackling related
calculations. Click here to enter your comments. It is particularly useful when things can be saved for further
use. You can read the newsletter online or listen to it by downloading the podcast. For Students:. Round your
answer to two places past the decimal point. It allows you to study real detailed example of how to solve
simple questions. This section is concerned with monetary depreciation. Answers There are answers to this
exercise but they are available in this space to teachers, tutors and parents who have logged in to their
Transum subscription on this computer. Click on the link above to see the frequent mistakes made and
discover the tips, secrets and strategies to improve upon your tactics. If you give yourself a solid foundation in
learning essentials you will be able to work out exchange rate problems much more easily. Subscribers can
manage class lists, lesson plans and assessment data in the Class Admin application and have access to reports
of the Transum Trophies earned by class members. This table is sometimes more confusing at first, but
learning its concept is fairly easy: To avoid confusions, make sure to use the left-most column as the reference
point. Mistakes to avoid in currency conversions Conversion questions are said to be one of the most
challenging arithmetic problems in numerical reasoning tests. Cross multiplications and divisions tables At
times it may be puzzling to work out what exchange rate to multiply or divide by what currency. Navigate
using our Maths Map to find exercises, puzzles and Maths lesson starters grouped by topic. If this is the case,
make sure to keep each equation separate and organized so you can easily check your work later. Be careful to
read the chart only from left-to-right and not from top-to-bottom. This section deals with problems related to
currency appreciation. Teachers If you found this activity useful don't forget to record it in your scheme of
work or learning management system. From this guide you will learn how to quickly convert values across
multiple rates. A Transum subscription unlocks the answers to the online exercises, quizzes and puzzles.
Using cross multiplication and division table is very straightforward and virtually you cannot go wrong. The
only disadvantage is that it may take some time to sketch these on the scrap paper nevertheless if you
undertake enough practice you will be able to visualise these tables in your head. Note that you will always
cross multiply and then divide. It's that simple. About GraduateWings. Mathematicians are not the people who
find Maths easy; they are the people who enjoy how mystifying, puzzling and hard it is. As it turns out, many
numerical reasoning tests contain currency conversion questions that ask you to do exactly that. Similar
example though slightly different is demonstrated in table 2 and question 2 where you need to work out the
amount of Brazilian Real that equals to Pounds.


